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Abstract 
In this fast moving world the term energy is commonly the topic people talk 
about. As technology reached almost to its acme, it provides many amenities and 
facilities to the urban dwellers. People from the rural areas migrate to the city in search of 
better living conditions, and as such the building density of the city increases to cope up 
with the increasing population. Hence living in a city is difficult due to climatic and 
ec^ncuriic fluctuation. To rectify' this uncomfortable situation, artificial alterations are 
sought after, such as air conditioning fans and many similar items consuming electricity. 
Even though it is expensive living in a city if climate conditions are salubrious it will gain 
mental satisfaction. This will effect the population both physically and mentally. Giving 
design strategies to cover the entire city will tend to ease this problem, and make living 
comfortable as a whole. 
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